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Abstract. The ever-increasing gap between the processor and main
memory speeds requires careful utilization of the limited memory link.
This is additionally emphasized for the case of memory-bound applications.
Prioritization of memory requests in the memory controller is one of the
approaches to improve performance of such codes. However, current
designs do not consider high-level information about parallel applications.

In this paper, we propose a holistic approach to this problem, where the
runtime system-level knowledge is made available in hardware. Processor
exploits this information to better prioritize memory requests, while
introducing negligible hardware cost. Our design is based on the notion
of critical path in the execution of a parallel code. The critical tasks
are accelerated by prioritizing their memory requests within the on-chip
memory hierarchy. As a result, we reduce the critical path and improve
the overall performance up to 1.19× compared to the baseline systems.

1 Introduction

The growing gap between the processor and memory speeds, often referred to as
the Memory Wall [39], has been one of the important factors driving the design
of modern computing systems. In the last decades, DRAM chips have become
more complex, introducing multiple levels of parallelism to allow for a higher
bandwidth between the processor and the memory. On the processor side, several
components, such as caches and prefetchers, serve to provide higher effective
bandwidth and reduced latency between the cores and the memory subsystem.
The interface between the processor and the main memory, the memory controller,
is also an important point for optimization.

Early memory controller designs adopted simple request ordering algorithms
from queuing theory, such as first come-first served, which was further improved to
take into account the row buffer locality [32]. Multi-core processors introduce new
challenges to memory request scheduling. It is necessary to take into account the
priority of threads, avoid starvation and ensure forward-progress of all co-running
threads [23, 25, 26, 27]. However, these proposals lack the awareness of the global
impact of prioritization decisions on the execution of parallel applications. The
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relatively short-term knowledge available by observing hardware-level behavior
is not always enough to achieve the best performance improvements.

Taking a look at the software level reveals that modern parallel computer
systems are becoming more difficult to program due to their increasing complexity.
Modern programming models aid a programmer in creating well-performing
parallel applications by offering simple ways to describe parallel constructs. For
example, task-based parallel programming models introduce the notion of a task
as a sequential part of the application that can run simultaneously with other
tasks [6, 16, 22]. A programmer specifies these tasks and their dependencies using
pre-defined annotations. The correct execution and synchronization of the tasks
are handled by the runtime system library. Thus, the runtime system contains
by design the information about the parallel code and the underlying hardware,
and therefore can serve as an interface between these two layers. The usefulness
of runtime system-level information in the context of HPC applications and
hardware has been extensively studied [1, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 19, 24, 38].

In this paper, we further explore the opportunities to exploit the high-level
information about a parallel application inside the hardware. In particular, we
focus on the notion of critical paths in the context of task-parallel codes. We
define critical tasks as the tasks belonging to the critical path of the execution.
Following the definition of the critical path, reducing the duration of these tasks
reduces the execution time of the whole parallel code. Previous works have
exploited task criticality to improve scheduling on heterogeneous systems [7]
as well as for power management [5]. These proposals, however, do not target
generic chip-multiprocessors as they depend on asymmetric processor design and
voltage-frequency scaling, respectively. In addition, they focus only on runtime
systems and core designs, without targeting the memory hierarchy.

To overcome these shortcomings, we design PrioRAT, a general solution
for all modern chip-multiprocessors. We follow a holistic approach where the
runtime system knowledge is used in hardware to drive the prioritization algorithm.
Specifically, we exploit the notion of task criticality, motivated by the discussion in
the previous paragraph. During the execution, the runtime system computes tasks’
criticality and provides it to the underlying hardware. Then, on-chip hardware
resources make use of this information to prioritize the memory requests coming
from the critical tasks. As a result, the critical tasks have their memory requests
served faster, which reduces their duration and, thus, improves the performance
of the whole parallel application by reducing the length of the critical path.

This paper makes the following contributions:

– We extend scheduling algorithms inside the shared on-chip components to
consider memory request criticality. Task criticality is estimated by the
runtime system using existing methods and is forwarded to the hardware via
the well-supported memory mapped registers, which does not require changes
to the processor’s ISA.

– We evaluate the performance of PrioRAT on a cycle-accurate microarchi-
tectural simulator using a set of characteristic workloads from the high



performance computing (HPC) domain. PrioRAT outperforms the baseline
system without prioritization by up to 1.19× in terms of execution time.

The remaining of this document is structured as follows. Section 2 provides
the context for our work and introduces the intuition behind memory request
prioritization. Section 3 explains our proposal in detail. Section 4 describes the
experimental setup, while Section 5 presents the results of the evaluation. Finally,
Section 6 describes related work and Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 Background and Motivation

Since the introduction of the first multi-core processor at the very beginning
of this century, the importance producing well-performing parallel codes has
been recognized. Many programming models have been designed to ease the
development process of parallel applications [6, 16, 17, 22, 28]. Some of these
programming models are based on task-based parallelization. A way to improve
the performance of a task-parallel application is to identify the critical path
in the execution and reduce its duration. There are many works devoted to
identification [3, 12, 20] and acceleration of the critical path [5, 7, 8, 9, 14, 36].

On the hardware level, the increasing gap between processor and memory
speeds warrants giving a special attention to improving the utilization of the main
memory resources. Some previous works propose reordering DRAM commands
to achieve higher throughput [29, 32, 37]. However, they do not target multi-core
processors. Other solutions focus on ensuring fair share of memory resources
among all the threads [25, 26, 27]. Another family of scheduling algorithms
considers the criticality of each memory request [15]. These proposals try to
improve the performance of each thread independently by accelerating requests
that have most negative impact on the execution time.

However, such designs do not consider the high-level notion of the critical
path at the application level. In certain parallel codes, it is possible to sacrifice
the performance of non-critical tasks by giving priority to critical tasks in order
to reduce the critical path and, thus, the overall execution time.

To illustrate the effects of critical task prioritization, we develop a synthetic
application that performs a strided access to an array. The stride is a configurable
parameter used to indirectly tune the pressure on the caches and main memory
by controlling the reuse of the accessed cache lines. The application is split into
tasks and each task accesses its portion of the input array. Tasks are split in two
groups: (i) critical tasks, which are artificially serialized to simulate a critical
path, and (ii) non-critical tasks, which can run in parallel with other tasks.

We configure the benchmark to run with 24 critical and 150 non-critical
tasks, each accessing an array of 256 KB with a stride of 16. This is equivalent
to one access per cache line and achieves the highest memory contention in
our simulated environment. We simulate two executions of the benchmark on a
cycle-accurate simulator modeling a 16-core processor with a three-level cache
hierarchy and main memory3. The first run is performed on a baseline system

3 Section 4 describes the experimental setup in detail.
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Fig. 1: Execution traces of the synthetic benchmark in the baseline configuration
(top) and prioritized configuration (bottom).

without prioritization, while in the second execution, we prioritize the memory
requests issued by the critical tasks. Figure 1 shows the traces of these two
executions. Each trace displays the tasks and their duration during the execution
(x-axis) and the thread where they execute (y-axis). Time is normalized to the
execution on the baseline configuration and both traces have the same time scale.
Critical and non-critical tasks are colored differently.

In the baseline configuration (see Figure 1, top), we observe the serialization
of critical tasks and its negative impact on the total execution time – more than
30% of the execution time is spent running only serial code. We also note that
during the parallel phase, the critical tasks execute slower compared to the last
third of execution. This is a result of the high memory contention caused by the
concurrent execution of many tasks in the parallel phase.

The bottom part of Figure 1 shows the trace when memory requests issued by
critical tasks are given priority in the shared on-chip resources. The effects of the
prioritization are clearly manifested through the reduced duration of the critical
tasks. The non-critical tasks execute slower than in the baseline configuration,
but the whole application finishes faster because the critical path is reduced.

This example clearly demonstrates the importance of having a high-level
notion of the application within the hardware as it enables better decisions at
hardware level. With these conclusions in mind, we develop PrioRAT, a solution
that exploits the runtime system information about a task-based parallel code to
guide prioritization of memory requests inside the on-chip memory hierarchy.

3 PrioRAT: Criticality-Driven Prioritization within the
On-Chip Memory Hierarchy

PrioRAT is a holistic approach to prioritization in the on-chip memory hierarchy
driven by the application-specific information available at the runtime system
level. The runtime system library detects a critical path in an execution of a
parallel application and marks the tasks belonging to the critical path as critical.



In hardware, we add a bit to each request to signal its criticality. The queues in
the on-chip memory hierarchy are extended to prioritize critical requests (also
called prioritized requests). Depending on the way the task criticality is exploited,
we define two PrioRAT configurations:

– PR.static is a configuration where certain cores are configured to always
issue prioritized memory requests. The runtime system is aware of the cores’
configuration and schedules critical tasks onto prioritized cores.

– PR.dynamic is an approach where the runtime system controls whether each
core issues prioritized requests depending on the criticality of a task scheduled
on a given core. This approach requires an interface between the processor
and the runtime system to enable switching of the configuration of the core.

In both configurations, the shared resources in the on-chip memory hierarchy,
i.e., the last-level cache (LLC) and the memory controller, and the interconnect
are extended to handle the prioritization of requests within their queues. In
the following sections, we explain in detail the modifications to all relevant
components necessary to implement PrioRAT.

3.1 Programming Model and Runtime System Support

We build PrioRAT on top of the existing parallel task-based programming
model, OpenMP [28]. OpenMP is a directive-based programming model, where a
programmer defines units of parallelism, such as tasks and loop iterations and
defines dependencies between tasks. The runtime system library handles the
scheduling of the defined tasks and loops on a multi-threaded machine. Internally,
the runtime system tracks tasks using a Task Dependency Graph (TDG), which
is constructed following the programmer-provided dependency information and
implicit synchronization primitives. We use Nanos++ [2] as the runtime system
that supports OpenMP-compatible task-parallel applications.

Inside Nanos++, we exploit an existing algorithm, called bottom-level, that
analyzes the TDG and identifies a critical path of the execution by observing
the distance of each task from the bottom of the TDG. This distance is updated
on every insertion of a new task into the TDG by traversing the TDG from the
bottom to the root. After the update, the root node stores the length of the
longest path to the bottom level. The algorithm determines the critical path by
following the longest path(s) along the way from the root to the bottom level.
There may be several paths that satisfy this condition. In that case, the runtime
system exposes to the user two configuration options: (i) choosing one random
such path as the critical path, or (ii) marking all such paths as critical. The
second option may result in more critical tasks compared to the first one.

The task criticality information is used by the runtime system to enable
memory request prioritization inside the hardware. Depending on the PrioRAT
configuration, the runtime system interacts differently with the processor, which
is illustrated at the bottom of Figure 2.

PR.static is a static configuration where each core is set up to either always
or never issue prioritized requests. The processor configuration is exposed to
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Fig. 2: Top: Overview of a dual-core system implementing PrioRAT. Colored
components employ priority queues to prioritize memory requests. Bottom:
Examples of executions of two PrioRAT configurations.

the runtime system via command line arguments or environmental variables.
The scheduler within the runtime system assigns tasks to the cores taking into
account task’s criticality and whether a core issues prioritized requests. Critical
tasks are preferentially scheduled on prioritized cores, while non-critical tasks
can be scheduled on any core, depending on their availability.

In PR.dynamic, the task criticality information is provided to the processor
cores by the runtime system using memory-mapped registers. Before each task
begins execution, the runtime system signals to the core the criticality of that
task. A core that executes a critical task issues high priority memory requests.

3.2 Hardware Extensions

This section introduces the micro-architectural extensions necessary to implement
PrioRAT. The top of Figure 2 shows an overview of a system implementing
PrioRAT, consisting of a dual-core processor connected to main memory. The
hardware extensions for our proposal implement the following functionalities:
(i) indicate to a core whether to prioritize memory requests of the currently-
running task, (ii) flag memory requests as critical or non-critical and carry that
information through the memory hierarchy, and (iii) prioritize requests in the
memory hierarchy. We explain each feature in detail in the remaining of this
section. As mentioned before, both PrioRAT configurations rely on exactly the
same hardware extensions.

Awareness of Task Criticality in the Core. We add to each core a memory-
mapped register, called crit.reg, which designates the priority of the memory
requests issued by the currently-running task. In our implementation, the size
of this register is one bit. In PR.static, each core is configured to always issue
either high-priority or low-priority requests, i.e., the value of this register is
constant for the duration of the application. It is the responsibility of the runtime
system to carefully schedule tasks to utilize statically defined prioritization of
the corresponding memory requests. In PR.dynamic, the runtime system updates
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Fig. 3: Request prioritization inside shared on-chip components.

the value stored in crit.reg to hold the criticality of the task scheduled to run
on the corresponding core. This is illustrated in Figure 2 using runtime system
functions Ci.prio(ON) and Ci.prio(OFF), which switch on and off the request
prioritization for a given core i, respectively.

Assigning a Priority to Memory Requests. When issuing a request to the
L1 cache, the core flags the request with criticality information stored in the
crit.reg. This information is carried with the request along its way through the
memory hierarchy. Since we model priority with two values, we require only one
bit of information to be attached to each request. This adds a negligible overhead
to the existing wires and logic in the on-chip memory hierarchy.

Memory Request Prioritization. To implement request prioritization within
the shared on-chip resources, we extend the queues that hold incoming requests
before they get processed. PrioRAT implements a double-queue design, where
each queue holds either high or low priority requests, as shown in Figure 3.
When selecting the next request for processing, the requests in the high-priority
queue are preferred over the request from the low-priority queue. In the case of
interconnection network and the LLC, the prioritization happens in the queue
that holds incoming requests.

Memory controllers, on the other hand, already implement algorithms for
request prioritization in order to exploit parallelism offered by DRAM chips. In
order to take into account the request criticality in the memory controller, we
extend the existing request scheduling policy, First Ready-first come first served
(FR-FCFS). PrioRAT is independent of the baseline scheduling policy as it only
adds another sorting criterion. This policy schedules first the request that hit in
the already open rows in the DRAM chip. If no such request exists, the ordering
is done in first come - first served manner. We augment this policy with the task
criticality information. To preserve the performance benefits of exploiting row
hits, we consider the criticality only after there is no request satisfying the row
hit condition. For the requests of the same criticality we use the FCFS ordering.

To offer higher memory bandwidth to the cores, many modern processors
make use of multiple memory controllers. The PrioRAT design does not require



any synchronization between memory controllers as the prioritization is done
independently in each controller. Thus, PrioRAT can be directly applied to such
processors without any modification.

3.3 Discussion

Support for Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT). Modern processors
implement support for simultaneous multi-threading in order to better utilize
the resources of superscalar out-of-order cores. In such systems, one physical core
can execute two different threads. In the context of our work this means that
two tasks of different criticality can share the same core. To ensure the correct
prioritization of critical requests in an SMT processor, we would extend the input
queue of the L1 cache in the same way as described for the LLC earlier in this
section. The core would also be equipped with a crit.reg per thread.

Ensuring Fairness. PrioRAT’s mechanism for memory request prioritization
needs to ensure fair scheduling of tasks and applications. Within one application’s
tasks, it is the responsibility of the runtime system to ensure correct task and
request prioritization. Well-known mechanisms for preventing starvation of non-
prioritized requests can be employed in the shared resources’ queues. On multi-
programmed systems, it is necessary to ensure that one application does not
starve other applications. For example, a ”rogue” runtime system could make all
tasks of a single application critical and therefore get an unfair share of hardware
resources. To solve this issue, the operating system could, for example, enforce
quotas for critical tasks or requests per application. Similar schemes are already
proposed in previous works, which we briefly describe in Section 6. An alternative
solution would be to integrate the algorithms for task prioritization within the
operating system and, therefore, guarantee the their integrity.

Alternative Algorithms for Task Priority Estimation. PrioRAT hardware
design is orthogonal to the algorithm to detect task criticality. We consider an
existing algorithm to calculate task criticality based on the application’s critical
path, as described in Section 3.1. The critical path is calculated by considering
the TDG’s structure and the tasks’ distance from the bottom of the TDG. An
alternative TDG-based approach could also consider the task duration when
calculating critical path. For example, it might be a better idea to prioritize a
single long-lasting task compared to several chained short tasks. However, such
approach requires a way to estimate task duration, which can be achieved via
profiling, a heuristic based on code analysis or given as a hint by a programmer.
Some proposals [5] employ static annotations of task priority introduced by a
programmer. However, this requires good a knowledge of the code structure and
potential previous profiling. While hand-tuned hints can provide better final
criticality estimation, they are less practical than dynamic solutions which are
able to adapt to different scenarios, input sets and platforms.



Table 1: Benchmark details.

Benchmark Abbrev. Input Parameters

Array scan Scan 174 arrays of 256 KB; total array size 68.5 MB

Blackscholes BS 16M options, 512K block size, 5 iterations

Conj. Grad. CG matrix qa8fm, 16 blocks, 97 iterations

Cholesky Chol 16×16 blocks of 256×256 elem. (matrix 4096×4096 elem.)

Fluidanimate Fluid native: 5 frames, 500,000 particles

Heat-Jacobi Heat 8192×8192 resolution, 2 heat sources, 10 iterations

Molec. Dyn. MD 2000 atoms, periodic space, stretch phase change

miniAMR AMR 64K max. blocks, 16×16×16 block, 2 objects, 40 variables

prk2-stencil PRK2 8192 elem. per dimension, 1024 block size, 5 iterations

LU Decomp. LU 12 blocks of 512×512 elem.

Specfem3D Spfm3D 147,645 pts., 2160-elem. mesh, 125 GLL int. pts. per elem.

Sym. Mat. Inv. SMI 8×8 blocks of 1024×1024 elem. (matrix 8192×8192 elem.)

Table 2: Parameters of the simulated system.
CPU 16 OoO superscalar cores, 192-entry ROB, 2.2 GHz, issue width 4 ins/cycle

Caches 64B line, non-inclusive, write-back, write-allocate

L1 private, 32 KB, 8-way set-associative, 4-cycle latency, split I/D, 16-entry MSHR

L2 private, 256 KB, 16-way set-associative, 13-cycle latency, 16-entry MSHR

L3 shared, 16 MB, 16-way set-associative, 68-cycle latency, 256-entry MSHR

Memory 120ns latency; 2 channels, each with the effective bandwidth of 4.3 GB/s

128-entry buffer in the memory controller

4 Experimental Methodology

Benchmarks. To evaluate PrioRAT we use a set of benchmarks that covers
common applications running on HPC systems implemented in a task-based
programming model. The list of selected benchmarks with their corresponding
input parameters is shown in Table 1. The synthetic benchmark described in
Section 2, Scan, is also used in the evaluation.

Simulation Setup. We use TaskSim, a trace-driven cycle-accurate architectural
simulator [30, 31]. TaskSim simulates in detail the execution of parallel applica-
tions with OpenMP pragma primitives [28] on parallel multi-core environments.
The simulated system mimics an Intel-based processor and consists of 16 cores
connected to main memory. We model a superscalar out-of-order cores with a
detailed three-level cache hierarchy. Each core has two private cache levels, L1
and L2, while the L3 is shared. We use a main memory model with an effective
bandwidth of 8.6 GB/s and latency of 120 ns. All relevant parameters of the
simulated system are shown in Table 2.
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5 Evaluation

5.1 Performance Evaluation

This section presents the overall performance of the two PrioRAT configurations
for all evaluated benchmarks using the environment described in Section 4.
Figure 4 shows the speedup of various PrioRAT configurations per benchmark
compared to the execution on the baseline system. The following paragraphs
explain the results for all evaluated configurations.

PR.static. First, we observe speedups achieved by a range of PR.static
configurations. We consider configurations having 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 prioritized
cores in a 16-core system. These configurations are denoted as PR.st.X, where X
is the number of prioritized cores. Some of the benchmarks, such as MD, Heat,
AMR and LU, perform better when running on systems with more prioritized
cores. In such configurations, there is a higher chance for all critical tasks to
be prioritized. Moreover, sometimes it is beneficial to also accelerate some non-
critical tasks, especially if that does not significantly penalize the performance
of other non-prioritized tasks. On the other hand, some benchmarks, such as
Fluid, SMI, Chol and Scan, achieve the best speedups when using less prioritized
cores, i.e., 2, 4 or 8 cores. These codes have long critical paths and, therefore, do
not benefit from prioritizing too many non-critical tasks. On average, the best
performing PR.static configuration is PR.st.8, which performs 4.6% faster than
the baseline. The best speedup of 1.19× is observed for Scan.

In addition, we define PR.st.best, which is the best-performing PR.static
configuration per benchmark. On average, this configuration is 5.9% faster than
the baseline. This shows that in scenarios where per-benchmark tuning is possible,
application specific PR.static configuration can achieve better performance than
a statically defined configuration.

PR.dynamic. Finally, we evaluate PR.dynamic, denoted PR.dyn in Figure 4.
On average, this configuration outperforms the baseline by 3.0%. With 8 out of 12
benchmarks, this configuration achieves similar speedup as PR.st.best. In Chol, it
achieves lower speedups due to scheduling artifacts that cause non-critical tasks
to be scheduled for execution shortly before a critical task starts executing. This
leads to a situation where all cores are busy executing non-critical tasks, while a
critical task is waiting in a ready queue.

To better understand the performance gains, we observe the behavior at the
microarchitectural level. The prioritization of critical requests reduces their round-
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Fig. 5: Impact of request prioritization on request round-trip time (top) and task
duration (bottom) for PR.dynamic

trip time from the core to the memory subsystem and back, at the expense of the
increased round-trip time for non-critical requests. This effect is demonstrated
on the upper plot in Figure 5, which shows the round-trip time only for requests
that arrive to the main memory (i.e., the LLC misses).

Since critical memory requests observe reduced round-trip time, the critical
tasks spend less time waiting for memory operations and therefore can execute
faster. This finally results in a shorter execution time of the critical path, which
may improve the overall performance of an application. These effects are shown
at the bottom of Figure 5, which shows change in the duration of critical and
non-critical tasks compared to the baseline configuration. We can observe that
the critical path is significantly reduced in many applications.

However, this does not result in drastic performance improvement, as shown
in Figure 4. The reason for such behavior is as follows. We use a critical path
detection algorithm based on the structure of a TDG. It does not consider the
duration of tasks, but rather the number of tasks on the path from the starting
to the ending node. In addition, when the critical path is accelerated in PrioRAT,
other non-critical tasks may become the new critical path (from the point of view
of execution, not the TDG). Nevertheless, even with an infinite reduction of the
critical path’s length and a perfect scheduling algoritm, the achieved speedup is
limited by the non-prioritized tasks. Only in the cases of LU and Chol, critical
tasks stay in the critical path after the prioritization, which makes the reduction
in critical path duration directly observable in overall performance gains.

5.2 Performance Sensitivity to Memory Latency

The evaluation presented so far is based on experiments using a memory latency
of 120 ns, as explained in Section 4. Since memory latency varies across different
systems, we explore how PrioRAT performs in systems with memory latencies
ranging from 60 ns to 140 ns. Figure 6 shows the performance of the two PrioRAT
configurations for the mentioned memory configurations. We do not show the
results for the three benchmarks achieving lowest speedups, i.e., BS, MD and
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PrioRAT’s performance. Benchmarks with low speedups are omitted for clarity.
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Fluid. The geometric mean is calculated taking into account all benchmarks,
including the omitted ones. The results show that, for some benchmarks, the
performance of PrioRAT varies across systems with different memory latencies.
This is pronounced for LU, Chol, CG and Scan. Chol and CG perform better
with PrioRAT in systems with higher memory latencies because prioritization
in these systems makes more impact compared to the low-latency systems. The
opposite behaviour is noticed for Scan. Due to a very high memory contention
in this benchmark, most of the request round-trip time is spent waiting for a
response from DRAM. Since prioritization only impacts the time requests spend
in the queue waiting to be served, we conclude that prioritization has less effect
in high-latency systems. We expect such behaviour to be rare in real codes. On
average, we notice that PrioRAT performs equally across systems with different
memory latencies.

5.3 Hardware Cost of PrioRAT Implementation

PrioRAT requires minor extensions in the core, the shared caches, the interconnect
and the memory controllers, as explained in Section 3.2. The size of the crit.reg
is one bit per core. In case of SMT support (see Section 3.3), PrioRAT requires
one one-bit register per hardware thread. Inside the shared components, i.e., the
caches, the interconnect and the memory controllers, we use double-queue to
prioritize requests, which we design to be the same total size as the corresponding
queue in the baseline system. Therefore, only added cost is a simple logic for
scheduling requests into the two queues based on the request criticality. Finally,
to enable passing criticality information with request, the structures that hold
requests and corresponding communication lines are extended with one bit.
All described extensions introduce negligible overhead in area compared to the
baseline system.

6 Related Work

Acceleration of the Critical Path. In the context of fork-join programming
models, the notion of a critical path applies to the slowest thread in a parallel



region. Accelerating such threads has been studied for heterogeneous chip multi-
processors [21, 35]. In the context of task-based programming models, critical
path is often defined as the longest path from the starting until the final node
in a task-dependency graph. The critical path detection has been extensively
researched [3, 12, 20]. CATS [7] and CATA [5] are methods to accelerate critical
paths targeting task-based programming models. CATS and CATA can only
be implemented in heterogeneous systems or systems with support for dynamic
voltage scaling, respectively. PrioRAT does not have these shortcomings and is
applicable to any modern multi-core processor.

Scheduling in the Memory Controller. FCFS (First Come – First Served)
is the simplest memory controller scheduling algorithm that considers only request
arrival time. FR-FCFS (First Ready FCFS) [32] improves the FCFS algorithm by
taking into account the locality of the row buffers inside DRAM chips to reduce
costly activate and precharge actions. Many other previous works optimize the
ordering of DRAM commands in order to improve memory bandwidth [29, 37].

Multi-core processors introduce new challenges, such as avoiding unfairness
and starvation. FQM [27], STFM [26], PAR-BS [25] and ATLAS [23] are some of
the many techniques that try to achieve fairness among threads by prioritizing
requests inside memory controllers. Since these static schemes do not always
achieve the best performance for a wide range of applications, researchers have
proposed many adaptive scheduling algorithms. BLISS [34] prioritizes applications
that are more sensitive to memory interference. Ipek et al. [18] propose an adaptive
memory controller scheduling scheme based on reinforced learning. Hashemi
et al. [15] identify that, so called, dependent cache misses are an important
contributor to performance degradation when on-chip contention is present. This
scenario occurs when an instruction causing a cache miss also depends on another
instruction that results in a miss. Prioritizing such misses results in a reduced
waiting time for the second miss.

However, the mentioned proposals focus only on the information visible to
the core, which is generally observed on relatively short time intervals of several
thousands of CPU cycles. Such fine-grained observations cannot capture the
macro trends in the whole application as well as the impact of prioritization on
the overall performance. Our scheme is driven by the runtime-provided knowledge
on task criticality. Such approach significantly simplifies the hardware and enables
better long-term decisions inside the on-chip resources.

Exploiting Criticality in Hardware. Subramaniam et al. [33] evaluate
the impact of criticality information in the optimizations of on-chip components,
such as the L1 data cache and the store queue. Ghose et al. [13] utilize the load
criticality to augment the FR-FCFS scheduling policy in the memory controller.
Both of these solutions observe criticality on the instruction level, contrary to our
approach that uses task-level criticality. Moreover, they require precise predictors
of criticality which comes with additional hardware cost in each processor core.
PrioRAT utilizes runtime-provided information and does not introduce complex
and expensive hardware predictors.



7 Conclusions

In this paper we present PrioRAT, a runtime-assisted approach for prioritization
of memory requests in the processor. PrioRAT exploits the high-level information
about the application, contrary to many state-of-the-art proposals. Our approach
relies on the runtime system library to detect the critical path in a task-parallel
application and forward task criticality information to the underlying hardware.
The processor uses the knowledge of the task criticality to guide the prioritization
of the memory requests inside the shared on-chip memory hierarchy.

We evaluate PrioRAT on a set of representative HPC codes. The extensive
evaluation shows that PrioRAT outperforms the baseline system by up to 1.19×
in terms of the execution time. Further analysis demonstrates a high impact of
the prioritization on the request service time and task duration. Therefore, we
demonstrate the importance of the availability of application-level knowledge
inside the on-chip components.
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